The foreign learners are not easy to learn Chinese as a second language. Because there are many special rules different from other languages in Chinese. When the people learn Chinese as a foreign language usually make some grammatical errors, such as missing, redundant, selection and disorder. In this paper, we proposed the conditional random fields (CRFs) to detect the grammatical errors. The features based on statistical word and part-ofspeech (POS) pattern were adopted here. The relationships between words by part-of-speech are helpful for Chinese grammatical error detection. Finally, we according to CRF determined which error types in sentences. According to the observation of experimental results, the performance of the proposed model is acceptable in precision and recall rates.
Introduction
As the world globalize, travel around the world is quicker than before. With the growth of Chinese market and more and more china town. There are more than 1.3 billion people who speak Chinese. That means there is one speak Chinese out of every five people. Chinese is the most spoken language in the world. Sell products to the Chinese people, study and travel around Asia is much easier than before. To speak with foreigners and trade with foreigners we have to understand their language first. So we believe that learning Chinese is important now.
To learn Chinese as second language we have to know not only pronunciations and glyph of the word, but also grammar and the part of speech of Chinese. For example, there are eight parts of speech (nouns, pronouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections) in English. But in Chinese there are ten parts of speech (nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs, pronouns, interjections, prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary words, and quantifiers) . Nouns indicate the names of people or things, they can be further divided into four sub sorts, proper nouns, common nouns, abstract nouns, time nouns, place nouns. Adjective show the quality or forms of people or things, or the state of action or behavior. Verbs indicate the behaviors, actions or changes of people or things. They have several subsidiary categories: modal verbs, tendency verbs and deciding verb. Adverb is used in front of verbs or adjectives to show degree, extent, time or negation. Pronoun is replace nouns or numerals. Preposition introduces nouns, pronouns or other linguistic units to verbs or adjectives and show the relationship between time, space, objects or methods. Conjunction connects words, phrases or sentences.
With Chinese become more popular. But it is not an easy language to learn, you will make a fool of yourself even if just one word mistake. More and more people pay their attention to Chinese grammar error. We may not write the right Chinese sentence all the time. Sometimes we make some mistakes such as, overuse preposition, overuse of "a/an", semantic overlap and quantifier error. In the past, the way to detect the grammar mistakes is extremely inefficient. People usually correct grammar mistakes by manual work. In recent year, there are many researches about Chinese grammar. There are few papers help us as reference. Li et al. (2012) proposed a hierarchical structure of dependency relations based on CDG for Chinese, in which the constraints have been partitioned into three hierarchies: in-the-phrase, between-the-phrase and between-the simple-sentence. And Li, Z., Zhang et al (2014) proposed to integrate the POS (part-of-speech) tagging and parsing can reduce the complexity and improve the accuracy of parsing. Jiang et al. (2012) Chinese grammar into three groups: morphology of content words, morphology of empty words and syntax. And each group is subdivided. Jiang et al. (2012) proposed the effectiveness of the XML and the goodness of XML structure these two parts compose XML syntax check. They improved local tree grammar of the XML document type definition, and then do XML validity checking in the grammatical structure based on the document type definition. Rozovskaya et al. (2012) presented a linguistically-motivated, holistic framework for correcting grammatical verb mistakes. Describe and evaluate several methods of selecting verb candidates, an algorithm for determining the verb type, and a type-driven verb error correction system. And they gloss a subset of the FCE dataset with gold verb candidates and gold verb type. Lee et al. (2014) develops a sentence judgment system using both rule-based and ngram statistical methods to detect grammatical errors in sentences written by CFL learners. Users can input Chinese sentences into the proposed system to check for possible grammatical errors. Wu et al. (2012) through examining the collected English-to-Chinese corpus composed of error sentences, in contrast to the errors commonly made by learners of ESL such as the use of articles and prepositions, we found that learners of Chinese whose L1 is English tend to produce sentences with word order, lexical choice, redundancy, and omission errors. And they present an approach using the proposed Relative Position Language Model (RP) and Parse Template Language Model (PT) to deal with the error correction problem, which is especially suitable for the correction of word order errors that comprise about one third of the errors made by learners of Chinese as a Second Language. The four error types considered for correction in their paper are errors of Lexical Choice, Redundancy, Omission, and Word Order.
In this paper, we show the four error types in Table 1. Islam et al. (2010) use the Google n-gram data set in a back-off fashion. And it increases the performance of the method. Their method can be applied to other languages for which Google ngrams are available. Sun, X., & Nan, X. (2010) defined the phrase's format to "Modifier + head + complement".
In our method, we tag some labels such as POS and binary variables in the sentences. In the section II, we described the models how to train the corpus by CRF. And show the experiment in the section III.
Method
In this section, the architecture of our system is illustrated in Figure 1 . Then we will describe the grammatical error detection using CRF in the section 2.2. And the procedures distinguish into two parts: training phase and test phase. 
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Data Preprocessing
CKIP Autotag is a word segment system which made by Taiwan Academia Sinica. CKIP Autotag can segment a long Chinese sentence into Chinese word. And then tag the punctuation (punctuation are listed in Table 2 ) and the POS to the word. This system classifies Chinese word into 47 different POS.
We use this system to chunking words and tagging the POS on the sentence. We survey the grammar of Chinese sentence by CKIP Autotag. And observe the relation between the words by the POS.
Condition Random Fields
Conditional random fields (CRFs) is a class of statistical modelling method that is generally applied in machine learning and pattern recognition, where they are used for structured prediction. It was an extension of both Maximum Entropy Model (MEMs) and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) that was firstly introduced by Lafferty et al., 2001 .Whereas an ordinary classifier predicts a label for a single sample without regard to adjacent samples. A CRF can take context into account. It's a discriminative of undirected probabilistic graphical model. It is used to encode known relationships between observations and construct consistent interpretations. Conditional random field defined conditional probability distribution P(Y|X) of given sequence given input sentence. Y is the "class label" sequence and X denotes as the observation word sequence.
A common used special case of CRFs is linear chain, which has a distribution of:
Where ( −1 , , , ) is usually an indicator function. λ is the learned weight of the feature and Z is the normalization factor that sum the probability of all state sequences. The feature functions can measure any aspect of a state transition, −1 and the entire observation sequence, x, centered at the current time step, t.
Here we use three conditional random field models to calculate the conditional probability of the missing sentences, redundant sentences, disorder sentences and error selection sentences.
In training phase, we give the matrix {Word, POS, TAG} to denote the sentence of the words in the train set. Such as {去, VCL, T} or {去, D, F}, the word "去(go)" has many part-of-speech in different sentences. The tag "T" means correct word in current sentence and tag "F" means error word in current sentence. Then we use this training data to generate the model by Conditional random fields.
In testing phase, we segment and tag POS labeling by CKIP Autotag. Then we also use the matrix {Word, POS} to denote the words. After preprocessing, we can get the tag's probability of testing words by our training models using CRF++.
For example, input the sentence of "但是(but) 駕駛(driver) 都(neither) 裝作(pretend) 沒(not) 看到(see) 或者(or) 聽到(hear) 我 (me) 了 (interjection)". There are some probabilities from different models, "Missing 0.872773, Redundant 0.465524, Selection 0.832839" and judge it is a redundant error. So we found every word's probability in this sentence. The probability of words are show in Table 3 . And we found the error word is "了". Table 3 . Probability of Words in the Sentence.
Word

POS Probability
According the probability of tagging, we can determine what type's error and speculate the position in the sentence.
Rule Induction
There are many special cases of selection error types in Chinese. Such as quantifier is one case of all. In English, we usually use "a" or "an" to denote quantifier.
But Chinese needs more different quantifiers then the other language. In many cases, Chinese use '個' as a quantifier. There are more times we do not use '個' as a quantifier. About quantifier of human we should use '位' or '個'. About quantifier of animals we should use '隻', '匹', '頭', or '條'. About quantifier of things we should use '件'. About quantifier of buildings we should use '座' or '棟'. About quantifier of transportations we should use '臺', '輛', '架' or '艘' etc.
We also focused on finding the ordering type of the wrong words. There are some rules which we follow to finding ordering error.

Behind the words "把 (let)" is connected the POS 'Nh' or 'Na' or 'Nep'.  Behind the POS 'VA' is connected the word "跟(with)", and the POS 'Nh' or 'Na' also is connected behind the words "跟(with)".  Behind the words "應該(maybe)" or " 好 像(like)" or "到底(at last)" is connected the POS 'Nh' or 'Na'.  Behind the word "已經(already)" is connected the POS 'Neqa' or 'Neu', and the POS 'P' or 'Na' or 'VA' is connected behind the POS 'Neqa' or 'Neu'. Above those rules, we can enhance our method during the detection grammatical errors.
Result
To evaluate the performance of our system, we used three parameters: precision, recall and fscore.
Precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant to the query.
Precision = +
Recall is the fraction of the documents that are relevant to the query that are successfully retrieved.
Recall = +
F1-Score is a measure of a test's accuracy. It considers both the precision and the recall of the test to compute the score.
F1 − score = 2 * * +
The comparative study of all the three cases has done. And a result of these cases are given in the Table 4 and Table 5 with the NLP-TEA 2014 dataset.
In this paper, we collect 2,212 sentences in training dataset. And it contains 622 sentences of missing, 435 sentences of redundant, 849 sentences of selection and 306 sentences of disorder. Then we use two dataset 1,750 sentences from NLP-TEA 2014 and 1,000 sentences from NLP-TEA 2015.
We can find only use CRF it can't find many error but its precision is better. Then add the rule induction can promote the recall means we can find more error from test data. Although its precision is reduced. Table 6 , Table 7 , and Table 8 are the performance with the NLP-TEA 2015 dataset and compare the other team In detection level (see the Table 6 .), our recall is better than CYUT's method. It means we can find more error in dataset. And our precision is better than NTOU's method. It means our find correct error rate is better, although we find error quantity less than NTOU.
In identification level (Table 7 .), it show who can find most error and error type is correct. In our method, our recall is nearly NTOU's method, it means we find more correct error type than CYUT's method. But our precision is better than NTOU's method. And our F1-Score is the best in this level.
In position level (Table 8 .), our method's precision and recall are between the CYUT's method and NTOU's method. It means our method is not illustrious in this level. We consider the reasons are our correction is not enough standard.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a method using conditional random field model for predicting the grammatical error diagnosis for learning Chinese.
After observe the experiment results, our method is acceptable in NLP-TEA 2015. We believe this system is feasible. This system is useful for a foreign who learn Chinese as a second language. Even the people who use Chinese as a first language might use the wrong grammars.
There are some issues should be revise. First, the CRF models can be improved in some ways, such as words tagging or using the parsing tree. Second, increase the ranking mechanism to find the optimal words to correct the sentence.
In the future, we will pay attention to improve the precision and recall rates in this system. And let it can automatic correct the error if the people input the sentences.
